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Ohmically (OH) and additionally heated " L-mode" Tokamak di scharges exhibit 
an electron temperature Te profile invariance agai nst changes in power de
position profiles and plasma density and are only influenced by the safety 
factor Qa · This has led to the concept of "prof ile consistency" where the 
l ocal transport coeffici ents are not onl y a function of local plasma 
parameters but might also depend on non-local processes adjusting the Te 
prof iles . At present, there exists no coinvincing model for thi s profi le 
consistency , first introduced by B. Coppi to describe the current density 
behaviour and the connected Te prof i les of Ohmic heated plasmas . But if the 
thermal transport is governed , for instance , by electromagnetic modes , not 
only the current density should show a canonical profile , but also the 
pressure {p) gradi ent profiles . Moreover, these profiles can adj us t af ter 
changes of the ~eating deposition much faster t han the cur rent density , and 
any deviation from the canonical profile might then result in an additional 
heat transpor t #hich can be expected t o act complementary on ion and 
electrons . 

According to Kadomtsev / 1/ , a pressure pr ofi le consistency arises from the 
ex i stence of r elaxed s tates with thermal and poloidal field mi nimized s ub
ject to a s i ngle (cons tant current ) or two constraints (constant current 
and helicity of the magnetic field) . With such a strong pr i nciple the re
sult ing pressur e and current dens ity profiles depend on the ratio qa! q0 
only and , depend ing on the constr ai nt , are finite or zer o , respectively , at 
the plasma boundary r•a . Profiles for both cases approach each other at 
high Qalq0 • In this paper we examine the total pr essure profile shapes in 
all phases of ASDEX discharges (OH, L and H mode) and compare them with the 
Te prof iles . 

~e and pressure profiles in OH and L mode discharges 
There is no commonly agreed format of the Te pr ofile normalization showi ng 
an invariance for different operating conditions. With increasi ng or der of 
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the profile consistency quality, t he possibilities proposed are: 
T(O) /<T>, T(r )/T{a/2) or ln(T(r)/T(a/2)) and 1/T · dT/dr . Using the 
normalizaiton T(r)/T( a/2) ASDEX Te-profiles coincide within the er r or bars 
and discharge to discharge variations outside the q=l s urfaces (rq•1 =alqa) 
for all OH- and L-mode discharge condi t ions as is shown in Fig. 1 (Thomson 
scattering measurements) . Data from discharges are used for which transport 
analyses with the TRANSP code have been carried out including stationary 
and unstationary discharge phases and the f ol l owing parameter variations: 
Ip=300+440 kA, ~e·l +11·1019m-3; Phs3 . 8 MW; strong on- and off-axis heating 
deposition profi les 121 and pellet refuelled discharges 131 . 
For different Ga- values deviations can be seen at r adii r<rq=l • but dif
ferences ex i st al so in the conf i nement zone between q•l and q=2 (whi ch is 
r oughly at rq.2=a/Vqa/2) . This is more clearly demonstrated i n Fig. 2 
showing for the same discharges the radial profiles of the up>er and l ower 
bounds of the nor malized Te scale length rTe given by t he inverse 
logarithmic derivative rTela = -(TeldTel dr )la . Part of the Ga-dependence is 
cer t a inl y due to the Te-flattening inside the sawt ooth region . At fixed Qa 
there is a weak Te profile response to changes in the heating profile 
yielding broader profiles , i . e . higher rTe • with increasing off-axis heat 
deposition . The latter is obtained by using a l ower ener gy/ nucleon of the 
inj ected fast neutrals or an incr easing density (beam deposition at larger 
radii, broader resistivity pr ofile due to higher collisionality and reduced 
Te(O)). 

The tot al kinetic pressure profiles are obtai ned by using t he TR ANSP 
analyses code. Input data are the ne(r,t) and Te(r,t ) profiles measured by 
a 16-spatial channel multi-pulse Thomson scattering system and s upplemen t ed 
by a HCN-laser interferometer and ECE diagnostic (4 channels bo th) , the 
bol ome t rical l y meas ured profi l es of t he radiation losses and global para
meters like the l oop voltage VL , Ip , Sp~ from diamagnetic fl ux measurements 
and Bp.,•11 12 as deduced from poloidal fields and fluxes . Lacking a measure
ment of the full ion temperature T1 profiles for a ll dischar ges we assume a 
s patially constant enhancement factor a of about 2 to 3 of the ion heat 
di ffus ivity Xi over the neoclass i cal value as calculated by Chang and 
Hinton , checking the resulting T1 profiles f or their compatibility with the 
availabl e neutron production and Ti measurements (passive and active CX 
di agnostic , Doppler broadening of impurity lines) . The calculated ki netic 
pressures in~lude also the contribut ions due to the anisotropic fast beam 
ions (us ing Konte Carlo calculations for the depos i t ion and slowing-down of 
the beam part icles) and are in good agreement with the magnetically measur
ed ones . Fi g. 3 shows the pressure scale length rp f or t he discharges of 
Fig . 1 and 2 exh i biting a somewhat stronger separati on of the two Ga dat a 
sets , whi ch are not in disagreement with the Kadomtsev p(a)=O pressure 
profiles . The influence of t he Xi assumpt ion was estimated by taking a
values between 1 and 5, yielding rp variations below 10j . 

3 . H-mode profiles 
The invariance of the pressure prof iles is even more impressive if we look 
at their ti~e de velopment during s i ngle discharges as is shown for a S
limit discharge i n Fig . 4. Fig . 4a demonstrates the strong Te profile 
variation at the L/H mode transition where the Te pr of i le flattens In th~ 
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center (higher rTe> and develops shoulders towards the boundary . After 
reaching Bmax the Te profiles flatten even more in the center due to 
increasing central radiation losses /4, 5/ . As also the density profiles 
form shoulders in the H-mode , the electr on pressure <Pel pr ofiles do the 
same (see Fig. 4b) but are by far not comparable to the second class of 
Kadomtsev-profiles with p(a)rO which would have near ly constant rp for 
0 .5a<r<a . Contrary to Pe • the t otal pressure profile is nearly time in
dependent . In ~his discharge, the fast ions contribute up to 40 % of the 
pressure and a comparabl e amount to t he pressure gradient and the ion tem
perature is well above Te . The un i versality of the p profi l e shape is also 
demonstrated by comparing H- mode discharges both wi th H0 and oo inject ion, 
i.e. different deposit ion pr of iles (see Fig . 5) . The disappearance of the 
Qa-dependence might be par t l y caused by t he l ack of sawteeth. 

4 . Conclusions 
The total pressure pr ofiles of ASDEX di scharges exhibit a canonical shape 
which is preserved also in the H-mode contrary to a changing Te profile 
shape . There exists one except i on namely the high confinement pellet re
fuelled discharges reveal i ng a steeper pressure gradient and s maller scale 
lengths 131 . For instances in a qa=2 . 5 ohmi c pellet discharge the r /a 
profile is about at the lower bound of the gas fuelled discharges s~own in 
Fig. 3 . This might be related to the process limiting the pressure shape 
yielding a lower bound for the rp profile whi ch is nearly reached in these 
pellet discharges . It is interesting that only in the pellet discharges 
~i-values below 1 are observed over a large part of the plasma column . 
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Fig . 1 : Averaged Te profiles normalized 
to Te(a/2) vs . flux surface r adius r 
i n ohmic and L-mode discharges at Qa• 
2 . 5±0 . 1, and qa=3 . 5 ± 0 . 2 , and for 
a comparison discharge at Qa•4.5 . 
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~ Radial pr ofi l es of the 
upper and lower bounds of the Te 
scale length rTe=-TeldTeldr) 
normalized to a for the 
discharges used in Fig . 1 (OH , L
mode) . 
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~ Radial profiles of the upper and 
lower bounds of the normalized presure 
scale length rp/a (OH , L-mode) . The 
dotted lines are the Kadomtsev 
pressure profiles with p(a)•O for 
Qa•2.5 and 3 . 5 . 

Fi g .4: Radial profi l es of the 
normalized Te and p scale lengths 
for a beam heated ASDEX di schar ge 
(Qa• 3 .7) in different dischar ge 
phases (OH , L, H-mode) . 
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Fig. 5 : Radial pr ofiles of the bounds 
of t he normalized pressure scale 
length for beam-heated H mode discharges. 
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